
TOKYO FASHION WEEK

[i] …Operate promotion event at Shanghai Mei Long Zhen Isetan Department Store
(China)

[ii]…BtoC test marketing in the Capital City Riyadh’s Harvey Nichols
Riyadh(Saudi Arabia)

[iii] …BtoB interview of select shop buyers during the project [ii] (Saudi Arabia)

Project items and descriptions
Japan Fashion Week Organization

Principal role: Production of the overall project, transmission of
information, planning and implementation of business matching
Achievements: Operation of Mercedes-Benz Fashion Week TOKYO,
2011 TOKYO FASHION WEEK in Italy & India, Leather Japan, etc.

Business Producer

Fashion designers selected by the Japan Fashion Week Organization (JFWO) will develop products using world class Japanese
textiles. A unique theme for the textile that is the center of the appeal will make an appeal of material development capacity and the
sensibility of Japan.

Take advantage of the branding effect of TOKYO FASHION WEEK to develop and expand commercial distribution of fashion
and related goods in the emerging fashion markets of China and Saudi Arabia in partnership with domestic and overseas distribution
firms including Isetan.

• From late-February 2013: Test marketing in Saudi Arabia
• From late-February 2013: BtoB interview in Saudi Arabia
• Late-February 2013: Promotion event at Shanghai Isetan (China)

Main schedule

Partner country: China and Saudi Arabia
Field: Fashion and lifestyle goods

 …Japan Fashion Week Organization
 … Isetan Mitsukoshi Ltd.
 …Shanghai Mei Long Zhen Isetan 

Department Store Co.,Ltd
 …Toray Industries, Inc.
 …KOMATSU SEIREN Co.,Ltd.
 …ITOCHU Corporation

 … e.m.design Co.Ltd.
 …Limited Company MYSTIQUE
 …JETRO Riyadh Office
 …Ｉtochu fashion system co., ltd.

And smaller companies including fashion 
creators solicited and selected by JFWO

Participating enterprises

Though the quality and design of the products of individual Cool Japan creators are valued very highly in the world, they as a
group have limited appeal and impact that would lead to continual sales, while being acclaimed separately.
In addition to accurate translation, etc. considering the local culture and practices, it is important to form a team addressing
specific topics to develop and expand continual commercial distribution with high impact and long lasting appeal.
We will streamline these cumbersome business procedures and establish a system to be used as a platform for small and medium
enterprises and creators to expand their business overseas in the future.

Outline of project



TOKYO FASHION WEEK

Deploy a promotion ecent
at the 1st floor event space 
of Shanghai Isetan, 
focusing on the items of 
Cool Japan creators 
selected and directed by the 
planning director. 

The brands selected based on 
the prior research will be sold in 
local influential stores as test 
marketing, while concurrently 
receiving feedback of buyers of 
high-end select shops to open 
new market for Cool Japan 
merchandise. 

SAUDI 
ARABIA

CHINA

Promote Japan’s fashion and sundries 
content in China and Saudi Arabia

Partner country: China and Saudi Arabia
Field: Fashion and lifestyle goods


